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Einsteinium-253 nuclei were oriented at low temperatures in a neodymium ethylsulfate lat
tice. From the temperature-dependent a-particle angular distribution a nuclear magnetic
moment Itll = (2.7 ±1.3)~N was deduced. From the values for the angular distribution function
at the lowest temperatures it was possible to test the predictions of the Mang shell-model
theory for the relative phases and amplitudes of the a-partial waves. As predicted, the waves
of angular momentum L = 0 and 2 are in phase, and the L =: 0 and 4 waves are out of phase. The
predicted wave amplitudes are in error, especially that of the L = 4 wave. The predicted rela
tive intensities (which are proportional to the amplitudes squared) for the S, D, and G waves
are 1.000:0.179:0.0052, whereas the relative intensities that best fit the experimental angular
distribution are 1.000:0.216:0.0078.
INTRODUCTION

An a particle emitted by the ground state of an
even-even nucleus has a unique angular momentum
L. The parent nucleus has spin Ii = 0, and angular
momentum conservation requires that the daughter
ene~gy level populated by the a particle should
have If=L. For odd-odd or odd-mass nuclei, Ii*O,
and various values of L are generally permitted.
On the basis of angular momentum conservation,

Spiers! predicted that anisotropic a-particle emis
sion would take place from oriented nuclei. Subse
quent nuclear -orientation experiments confirmed
this prediction and also yielded information about
the relative amplitudes and phases of the observed
a partial waves.
Hill and Wheeler 2 made the first quantative esti
mate of enhanced a-particle emission from the
poles of prolately deformed spheroidal nuclei.
Their reasoning can be understood with the aid of
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Fig. 1. They assumed a uniform probability of a
particle formation within the nuclear volume. If
the barrier set up by the remaining nucleons is
simply Coulombic beyond a given radi~s, then this
barrier" is both thinner and lower at the poles than
it is at the equator, and tunneling is greatly en
hanced at the poles. For moderate nuclear defor
mation they predicted a 16-fold increase of a-par
ticle intensity from the poles over, that from the
equator. However, the angular distribution of nu
clear radiation is determined primarily by the re
quirement that angular momentum be conserved in
the nuclear decay. The greatly enhanced polar
emission predicted by Hill and Wheeler could oc
cur only from a nucleus with a large component of
angular momentum perpendicular to the nuclear
symmetry axis.
Roberts, Dabbs, and co-workers 3- s were the
first to test the predictions of Hill and Wheeler ex
perimentally. They oriented 233U and 235U in single
crystals of U0 2Rb(N0 3)3 and 237Np in single crys
tals of Np02Rb(N03)3. For all three nuclei they ob
served preferential emission perpendicular to the
crystalline c axis. In the 237Np case, they were
able to establish that the nuclear spins also tend
to orient perpendicular to the c axis. These two
facts taken together imply preferential emission
along the nuclear-spin vector (Le., from the poles),
thus confirming the predictions of Hill and Wheeler.
The data for the uranium isotopes are consistent
with this interpretation of the 237Np results, al
though for uranium the direction of orientation was
not established directly. Chasman and Rasmussen 6
have discussed the difficulties in interpreting the
233U data.
Navarro, Rasmussen, and Shirley (NRS)7 aligned
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FIG. 1. Representation of the total (nuclear plus
Coulomb) potential of a prolately deformed nucleus, of
major (minor) radius r a (r b ), showing that a particles
emitted from polar regions must tunnel through a bar
rier'that is both lower and thinner than at the equator.

trivalent 249Cf in a single crystal of neodymium
ethylsulfate Nd(C 2HsS0 4)3 · 9H 20, which we shall
abbreviate below as NES; NRS and also Frankel 8
aligned 253Es in NES. For both isotopes the pre
diction of Hill and Wheeler was confirmed: Prefer
ential a-particle emission from the nuclear poles
was observed. Preferential polar elnission in
these cases reflects the fact that the Sand D a
waves (corresponding to orbital angular momenta
L = 0 and 2) are in phase, while preferential equa
torial emission would imply that the Sand D waves
were out of phase. In this paper we report an ex
tension of the 253Es nuclear -orientation studies to
determine the relative phase of the Sand G (L =: 4)
waves. In a future paper nuclear orientation stud
ies of 241Am and 25SFm in NES will be reported.
THEORY
Nuclear orientation has been treated in anum ber
of review articles,9-13 and we shall discuss only
those aspects of the method that are especially per
tinent to a-particle angular distributions. The an
gular-distribution function is essentially a conse
quence of the law of conservation of angular mo
mentum applied to nuclear radiations. For a par
ticles the angular -distribution function can be writ
ten as
W(8)=1+L)
k>O

I;aLaL,cos(¢L-¢L,)bk(LL'Ijli)
L,L'

xF k(LL'IfIi)Bk(Ii , T)Pk(cos8) /

'6la L I2,
L

(1)

where a L is the relative amplitude and ¢ L the rela
tive phase of the L-alpha wave. The parameter F k
is familiar from y-ray angular -correlation theory,
and bk(LL'IfIi ) is a particle parameter which re
flects the fact that a particles are spin -zero bo
sons. Only even-k terms are nonzero for parity
conserving processes.
The orientation parameters B k are statistical
tensors which describe the populations of the nu
clear magnetic substates. They contain all the
solid -state physics information, and the entire
temperature dependence in W(8). The P/s are the
Legendre polynomials with the angle 8 measured
between the crystalline c axis and the direction of
a-particle emission.
Because the product of the particle parameter
and an F coefficient are proportional to the prod
uct of a 3j symbol and a 6j symbol
bk(LL'IfIi)Fk(LL'IfIi)
= (- 1) I i + 1f[ (2 L + 1) (2 L' + 1) (21 i + 1) (2k + 1)]1/ 2

L L' k)~L L' k(
Ii Ii If ~ ,

x( 0 0 0

1

(2)
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TABLE I. Intensities for partial waves in favored a
transitions to the ground-state band in 249 Bk (Bohr,
Froman, and Mottelson theory).

the angular distribution can be written as
W( 8) = 1 + A 2 (LL' If I j )B 2 {I j , T)P 2{COS 8)
+ A 4 (LL' Ij l i )B 4 {Ii , T)P 4 (cos 8) ,

(3)

which shows that each angular-distribution coeffi
cient can be factored into two terms. The summa
tion over k is restricted to k = 2, 4 for this case be
cause A 6 {LL!If I i ) is less than O.02A 4 {LL'If I i ) and
hence, can be neglected. Higher-order terms are
zero because of the properties of the 6j symbol.
The A k term depends specifically on the decaying
nucleus, while the B k term depends on both the
(hyperfine) interaction of the nucleus with its en
vironment and the temperature. We will treat
these two terms in order, first considering the a
decaying nucleus and then consider the solid -state
aspects.
The conservation of angular momentum restricts
L to IIi - Ifl ~ L ~ Ii + If' where Ii and If are the
spins of the parent and daughter nucleus, respec
ti vely. The conservation of parity further restricts
L to even (odd) values if the parent and daughter
have the same (opposite) parity. The relative am
plitudes of the a waves can be obtained from the
reduced transition probabilities calculated accord
ing to the prescription of Bohr, Froman, and Mot
telson (BFM).14 The projection K of total angular
momentum along the nuclear symmetry axis is
nearly a constant of motion for most spheroidal nu
clei. For odd-mass nUClei, transitions for which
t:J.K = 0 are favored: These transitions do not in
volve the last odd nucleon and do not require the
breaking of pairs. Mang, Poggenburg, and Ras
mussen 15 have shown that pairing correlations have
a decisive influence on a-decay transition rates.
As a consequence of the Wigner-Eckart theorem,
the transition matrix elements for a given a -par
tial wave populating various rotational states of
the daughter will vary, according to the BFM mod
el, as the ratio of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients.
The reduced transition probability or decay con
stant A = (ln2)/t 1/2 will then be proportional to the
product of (the square of a hindrance factor aver
aged from neighboring even -even nuclei) times (a
barrier penetration factor). The predicted partial
wave intensitie s for the favored transitions of 253E s
are given in Table I. A partial decay scheme, as
adapted previously, 16 is given in Fig. 2.
The BFM prediction is exact only in the limit of
infinite nuclear moment of inertia and vanishing
nuclear quadrupole moment. Because the actinides
typically have large quadrupole moments, devia
tions from the BFM predictions are expected.
More accurate values for the decay constants and
hence, for the partial wave amplitudes can be ob
tained by solving either a three-dimensional non-
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separable Schrodinger equation or a set of coupled
differential equations for the radial wave functions.
The shell-model theory of a decay as developed
by Mang,17 Mang and Rassmussen,18 and Zeh and
Mang 19 has been used most extensively for the cal
culation of decay constants, and therefore we will
not consider other (more exact but less extensive)
direct numerical integrations of the coupled differ
ential equations that have been performed. 20 • 21
Their l7 - 19 approach is essentially a nucleon over
lap model in that the decay constant is proportion
al to the probability that the wave functions of the
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FIG. 2. Parial decay scheme for 253Es adapted from
Ref. 16. The a-particle populations are shown in paren
thesis.
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T ABL E II. Intensities and phases for partial waves in favored a transitions
to the ground -state band in 249 Bk (Mang shell-model theory).
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daughter nucleus and a particle are contained in
the wave function of the parent nucleus. The shell
model theory of a decay gives the decay constant
as the product of a reduced width Y1i1fL2, which
contains all information about the a -formation pro
cess times a penetrability factor PL(E), which ac
counts for the penetration of the predominantly
Coulombic barrier by the a particle. Thus
A

=-li L:PL (E)Yl i l j L

2

,

(4)

IfL

where E is the a-particle kinetic energy.
The penetrability factor is usually calculated us
ing the WKB approximation. The reduced width is
given by
2

YIiljL

=(1[2/2M)R olg(Ii I f L; R o)12,

(5)

where g(IilfL; R o) is a time -dependent probability
amplitude measuring the probability that the wave
function of the parent contains an a particle and a
daughter of the specified quantum numbers at a
relative distance R o; it is related to the magnitude
of the single -particle wave functions at the nuclear
surface.
Details about the calculation of transition prob
abilities are given by Poggenburg 22 and by Poggen
burg, Mang, and Rasmussen CPMR).23 An abbre
viated table for the main a transitions of 253Es is
given as Tables II and III. The intensities were
derived from the normalized transition probabili
ties given in Ref. 22. The shell-model theory pre
dicts relative phases of the partial waves in addi
tion to wave amplitudes which are proportional to
the square root of normalized transition probabil
ities.
The relative phases of the L waves deserve some
comment. As shown by Preston,24 the relative
phases can be obtained by the inward numerical in
tegration of the coupled differential equations be
cause of the requirement that the imaginary part
of the wave function vanish at the nuclear surface
for a quasistationary state. This condition permits

two values for ¢ L' one near zero and one near 1T.
Brussard and Tolhoek25 concluded that the phase
shift due to penetration through the Coulombic bar
rier would shift the S and D waves by less than 1%.
Rasmussen and Hansen 21 estimated that because of
the quadrupole coupling between the outgoing a par
ticle and the rotational states of the daughter nucle
us the D wave lags the S wave by 7° at infinity for
the odd-mass neighbors of 242Cm. The quadrupole
phase shift is largest for a weak wave coupled to
a strong wave, but fortunately in that case the in
terference term is small. Also the phase shift can
be in either direction so the shifts may tend to can
eel. We will assume that the waves are either ex
actly in phase or exactly out of phase and hence,
co s (1) L - 1> L I) = ± 1.
We now consider some solid -state aspects of this
research. The similarity between the chemical
properties of the actinides and lanthanides implies
a similarity between the electronic structure of the
actinides and the extensively studied lanthanides.
This similarity was used to facilitate data interpre
tation.
For a free actinide ion, J remains a good quan
tum number although Land S do not because the
spin-orbit interaction causes a breakdown of Rus
sell-Saunders coupling. An intermediate coupling
calculation using extrapolated values for the elec
trostatic and spin-orbit interaction constants gave
the Es 3+ free ion wave function. 26 It is 79% SIs. In
T ABLE III. Intensities and phases for partial waves in
a transitions to the first excited rotational band in 249 Bk
(Mang shell-model theory) .
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the lanthanides and actinides the spin -orbit inter
action is stronger than the crystal field (C F) inter
action which is in turn stronger than the hyperfine
(hf) interaction. A CF of lower than cubic symme
try will partially or completely remove the (2J + 1)
fold electronic degeneracy of the free ion giving a
series of C F levels which are in turn split by the
hf interaction.
The CF Hamiltonian can be written as
JC CF

=6 6
i

B~(Cdk))i ,

(6)

k. q

where B~ is a CF parameter which is proportional
to the more familiar A~( r k ) parameter. C;k) is a
tensor operator; the summation involving i is tak
en over all electrons of intere st. For the rare
earth ethylsulfates the only CF parameters that af
fect the electronic states are B 0 2 , B 04 , B o6 , and B 6 6.
For N electrons the nonrelativistic magnetic hy
perfine Hamiltonian for a free ion is 27
JC

mhf

- 2J1BJl N M ) ~ ffJ+ 81T" o(
I
l LJ rj 3 3L..t r

.)s.T(

t

(7)

t~'

i

i=l

with Nj =Ti -1IO(SC(2»)~1). The last term in Eq.
(7) arises only if unpaired s electrons are pres
ent or if core-polarization effects are important.
For an ion at a site of axial symmetry the hf in
teraction can be described by a spin Hamiltonian
JC hf

=AlzSz +B (I?x + l.yS.) + P[Iz2 -

iI(I + 1)] ,
(8)

where A and B are magnetic hf interaction param
eters and P is the quadrupole coupling constant.
The hyperfine interaction can be adequately treat
ed as a perturbation on the CF energy levels which
were obtained by diagonalizing the combined elec
trostatic, spin -orbit, and crystal-field interaction
matrices.
Again for an ion at a lattice site of axial symme
try the magnetic hyperfine interaction tensor has
two components, one along the axis and one per
pendicular to it. Then

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The experimental work was performed indepen
dently by Navarro,28 Frankel 8 and Soinski over a
nine year period. Various modifications of tech
nique and apparatus occurred; we report only
those techniques used most recently.
The NES crystals were grown from saturated
solutions at both room temperature and 277 K;
growth at the lower temperature produced more
perfect crystals. The crystals used weighed ap
proximately 3 g. One face of the crystal was sand
ed flat at a 45° angle with respect to the crystalline
c axis. The radioactive trivalent ion in the form
of either the nitrate or chloride salt was dissolved
in several micro liters of saturated NES solution.
2 j1.1 of this solution were applied to the center of
the sanded face and allowed to remain for 20 sec
before removal. The process was repeated until
approximately 2 x 10 5 dis/min of activity remained
on the crystal. Those crystals exhibiting the high
est saturation anisotropy were prepared with the
fewest applications (ideally only one) of radioac
tive solution.
A NES crystal was mounted in a glass cryostat
chamber shown in Fig. 3. The compressed manga
nous ammonium sulfate pill serves as a "getter"
for residual 4He exchange gas. The chromium
potassium -alum -glycerine slurry cools upon adia
batic demagnetization to approximately the same
temperature as NES and decreases the heat leak
down the 2 -mm -diam Pyrex glass support rod.
The nylon filament prevents the NES crystal from
hitting the cryostat walls due to vibrations. The
detectors are along and perpendicular to the NES
c axis. The error in positioning is estimated to
be ±2°. Because the second- and fourth-order Le
gendre polynomials are relatively flat at a and 90°,
the errors introduced by misalignment are small.
____-

.

=A =411 B J.l N Jl (r- 3 )5f(+IJz +>(JIINIIJ) /1,
l

A.l = B = 4 /lB/lNJl(r- 3)5f(+IJx

l- )(JIINIIJ)/I.

(9a)
(9b)

1+) and 1-) represent the two components of the
doubly degenerate CF state under consideration
and
(fNSLJI16 N i lltNS 'L'J)
(JIINIIJ) =

(fNSLJIIJlltNS L'J)
f
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FIG. 3. Experimental chamber for nuclear orienta
tion studies of a-emitting isotopes.
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Silicon semiconductor detectors were used to de
tect the a particles. Gold was evaporated on the
front and back faces of 1-cm x 1-cm x O.4-mm sili
eon wafers. An electrically conducting epoxy was
used to fasten each detector to a molybdenum
mounting strip and to secure a fine gold wire to the
front electrode. Approximately 125-V reverse bi
as was applied to collect the charge carriers at the
gold electrodes.
The final temperature reached after adiabatic de
magnetization was determined from the initial val
ues of H/T using the temperature scale of Blok,
Shirley, and Stone.29 The ratio of the initial mag
netic field (measured with a rotating coil gauss
meter 30 ) to the pumped helium -bath temperature
(measured with a dibutylphthalate filled manome
ter) determines the magnitude of the entropy of the
electronic spin system and also the final tempera
ture reached upon adiabatic demagnetization to
zero applied magnetic field. Final temperatures
measured in this manner are accurate to ±6%.
Following adiabatic demagnetization, several full
spectrum "cold" counts were taken. The NES crys
tal was then warmed to the 4He bath temperature
(approximately 1 K) and a series of "warm" counts
were taken for normalization. Because there is an
anisot:J;opic angular distribution at 1 K, these warm
counts were renormalized to 4 K where the angular
distribution is isotropic.
A typical pulse-height spectrum is shown in Fig.
4. The a detectors used had an energy resolution
full width at half maximum of 100 keV or better for
5.5-MeV a particles. The broadening of the peak
shown in Fig. 4 is due to energy losses within the
NES crystal. The effect of (Rutherford) scattering
on the measured anisotropy was determined em
pirically by dividing typical spectra into several
segments and by calculating the anisotropy of each

2

segment. The lowest-energy segments should show
the smallest anisotropy if large -angle scattering
is important; but, within statistics the anisotropy
was constant across each spectrum. However as
a safeguard, the lowest 25% of the spectra were
not used in calculating anisotropies. The 249Bk
daughter {3- activity contributed counts to the low
est part of the energy spectrun1 but no corrections
were necessary because that part of each spectrum
was excluded from analysis.
Solid -angle correction factors were calculated
by explicit numerical integration of the Legendre
polynomials over both the finite source and detec
tors using a computer program written by Dr.
William D. Brewer.
RESULTS

The experimental work on 253Es was carried out
in three sets of measurements, which we shall de
note by 1,28 11,8 and III. I mea.surements were made
by Navarro in 1961 and 1962; II measurements
were made by Frankel in 1963; and III measure
ments were made by Soinski in 1968 and 1969.
Data from a series of adiabatic demagnetizations
performed by Soinski using one source and one set
of two detectors are plotted in Fig. 5 and tabulated
in Table IV. The statistical accuracies are given
in parentheses. We designate anyone such series
of demagnetizations as a run. In discussing these
data, there are two rather distinct "figures of
merit," which are best treated separately; the sat
uration values of W(O) and W(1f /2) and their tem
perature dependences.
The observed saturation values of W(O) and
W(1f /2) are affected by the degree to which 253Es3+
grows into Nd 3 + lattice sites substitutionally, by
scattering in the source crystal, and by the per
formance of the detectors. Values of W(O) and
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FIG. 4. Typical axial counter pulse-height spectrum
for 253Es in NES. The cold spectrum was taken at 0.011
K and the warm spectrum at 1 K.

FIG. 5. Experimental angular distribution of 253Es in
in NES as a function of the inverse temperature. The
curves shown are theoretical based on different esti
mates for the relative intensities of the a-partial waves
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W(7T /2) from I, IT, and III are set out in Table V.
In I the Heffect" as measured by the rr /2 detector,
i. e. , 1 - W(rr /2) is relatively small: The same is
true for the effect at the 0° detector, W(O) - 1, in
II. In III,. on the other hand, large effects are ob
served \\lith both detectors. We interpret this to
mean that III gave the most accurate saturation
values for W(O) and W(7T/2), because almost any
error in a nuclear orientation experiment will act
to reduce the effect observed. Inspection of the
discrepancies in Table V suggests that two kinds
of errors were present in I and II. First, the
smaller effect on even the "better" detector in
each case suggests a source -preparation problem:
Perhaps the activity was too deep (leading to ex
cessive scattering) or incompletely substituted in
to lattice sites. Secondly, the relatively large at
tenuation of the effect in the "poorer" detector in
each case indicates something more grossly wrong
either with that detector or with a emission in that
direction (e.g., more scattering in the source in
one direction). In III extreme care was taken to
grow 25 3 E s only near the surface of the crystal.
Also the detectors and associated circuits were
far more reliable than in I and II. The large ef
fects observed with both detectors in series III
were obtained with several sources. For these
reasons we take the saturation values of W(O) and
W(7T /2) from series III as being characteristic of
253Es in neodymium ethylsulfate.
The temperature dependences of W(O) and W(-lT/2)
are affected by different variables than those that
affect their saturation values. Immediately after
demagnetization the small active volume of the
NES crystal is warmed at an appreciable rate by
radioactive heating. This can lead to a spurious
apparent temperature dependence, 31 with the high
temperature points showing a reduced effect. The
hyperfine structure constants derived in such cas
es are anomalously small. If y-ray distributions

T ABLE IV. Experimental 253 Es angular distribution
as a function of the inverse temperature.
l/T (K-1)

W(O)

W(7r/2)

3 -W(O) -2W(7r/2)

8.6(1)
11.5 (10)
15.0
19.2(5)
25.5(10)
31.2 (2)
40.8(13)
49.1
56.1
74.0
90.5

1.566(27)
1.712 (22)
1.808(18)
1.835(15)
1.881 (10)
1.872 (9)
1.864(8)
1.864(8)
1.872 (8)
1.880 (8)
1.896(18)

0.698(5)
0.613 (14)
0.578 (16)
0.544(14)
0.543(5)
0.533 (7)
0.524(6)
0.526 (6)
0.518(8)
0.514(7)
0.520 (4)

0.038 (28)
0.062 (30)
0.036 (29)
0.077(25)
0.032 (12)
0.062 (13)
0.088(12)
0.084(12)
0.092 (14)
0.092 (13)
0.064(19)

a
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T ABLE V. Saturation values for W (8)
after solid-angle corrections.
Set

W(O)

I
II

1.70
1.66
1.934

III

W(rr/2)

0.68
0.55
0.497

Reference
28
8

present work

are studied the activity can be distributed through
out the NES crystal, and the temperature can be
monitored through the magnetic susceptibility.
For a-particle studies, however, the activity
must be concentrated in a small volume on the sur
face, and the resulting intense self-heating can
raise the local temperature well above that of the
bulk crystal. From the change in a-particle an
isotropy with time, we found that in series III the
spot warmed from l/T = 90 K- 1 to l/T = 20 K- 1 in
30 min. In series I and II the warmup rate was
lower. Ironically, the stronger the source and the
shallower its distribution in from the surface [two
conditions condusive to reliable measurement of
saturation values of W(O) and W(-lT/2)], the worse
will be the self-heating effect. Thus in our exper
iments, series I and II gave a temperature depen
dence in W(O) and W(rr/2) characteristic of larger
values of A (0.28 ± 0.3 cm -1) than those that would
be derived from series III (..4 =0.18 ± 0.. 02 cm -1).
The values of A obtained from several runs are
given in Table VI. The final adopted value of A
:;: 0.26 ± 0.03 em -I was decided from the entries in
Table VI on the basis of the above discussion.
DISCUSSION

The curves shown in Fig. 5 are theoretical; the
dashed and solid curves differ because different
relative amplitudes were used for the partial
waves. We shall discuss these curves and the sat
uration values of W(O) and W(11/2) later; first we
discuss the value for the hf interaction constant A
and the derivation of the magnetic moment of 253Es
from A.
Baker and Bleaney32 observed the paramagnetic
TABLE VI. Derived A values.
Adopted value: A=0.26±0.03 em-i.
Series

Run

A (em-i)

A/k (K)

II

1
2
3
1
2
1
2

0.28(2)
0.28
0.25
0.28(3)
0.25(3)
0.19(2)
0.17 (2)

0.40(3)
0.40
0.36
0.40(5)
0.36(4)
0.28(3)
0.25(3)

III
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resonance spectrum of H0 3 +, the 4t 10 analog of
Es 3+, as a 1% impurity in a crystal of yttrium
ethylsulfate. The ground CF state was a non
Kramers doublet characterized by J z = ±7 with
small admixtures of J z = ±1 and =F5. A singlet char
acterized by Jz;::: +6, 0, and -6 lay nearby in ener
gy. The hf interaction constants for 165Ho were
A == 0.334(1) cm -\ B == 0.02 cm -\ p:::: 10- 3 cm -1.
The dominant term in the CF Hamiltonian is AIzS z,
which results in alignment along the crystalline c
axis with the nuclear magnetic substate lz;::: ±/ ly
ing lowest in energy.
The temperature dependence of W(O) and W(1T/2)
for 253Es indicates that the AlzS z term is also dom
inant in the hfs of the lowest electronic CF state
of Es 3+ in the ethylsulfate lattice. It should there
fore in principle be possible to derive a value for
the nuclear magnetic moment Jl of 253Es. To do so,
a description of the C F electronic ground state and
a value for (r- 3 )5f are required in addition to the
value for A.
NRS 7 used extrapolated values for the Es 3 + CF
parameters in the NES lattice. However, their
extrapolation was based on Gruber's CF parame
ters for Am 3+ in LaC1 3. 33 As pointed out by Con
way,34 Gruber misinterpreted his data, and there
fore his CF parameters may be in error. The on
1y reliable C F parameters for an actinide ion at a
site of trigonal symmetry are those of Krupke and
Gruber for Np3+ in LaBr 3. 35 The CF parameters
for E S3+ in NES were estimated in two different
ways. In the first method, we assumed that the
parameters are the same for analogous lanthanides
and actinides and that the only difference is con
tained in the radial integrals. Using Hufner's CF
parameters for H0 3 + in holmium ethyl sulfate 36 and
ratios of radial integrals obtained from Hartree
nonrelativistic wave functions without exchange ,37
the Es 3+ CF parameters in cm -1 are B o2 == 430, B 04
;::: -1380, B 0 6 ;::: -1120, and B 6 6 ;::: 960. For H0 3+ in
both holmium ethylsulfate 36 and LaCl 3 (Ref. 38),
the first excited state J== 7 is admixed into the
ground state J= 8 by the CF interaction. Evalua
tion of Je eF for Es 3+ with the inclusion of both the
J== 8 and J== 7 wave functions 39 gave a singlet as the
ground state. Because alignment would not occur
if a singlet were lowest, B 02 was increased in mag
nitude in order to bring a doublet lowest in energy.
Using B 0 2 ;::: 550 cm -\ the ground CF state is

A:

0.9391±7)+0.3051± 1)+0.1531± 5).

A second estimate for the Es 3+ CF parameters
was obtained from the values for H0 3+ in HoES,36
Np3+ in LaBr 3 (Ref. 35) (the C F parameters for
Np3+ in the isoelectronic lattices LaBr 3 and LaCl 3
should be approximately the same)/0,41 and inter
polated values for Pm 3+ in LaC1 3.42 The CF param
eters obtained are B 04 ;::: -1440, B 0 6 ;::: -760, and B 6 6
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= 650. B 02 is the most difficult parameter to ob

tain by this procedure because B 0 2 for Np3+ in
LaBr 3 is negative as a result of a large ligand (n
;::: 5 shell) overlap exchange charge. 43 Again it was
necessary to vary B 0 2 in order to get a doublet low
est. Using B 0 2 == 600 cm - \ the ground C F state is
0.9671± 7) + 0.2251± 1) + 0.1201=F 5).
The difficulties in extracting (r- 3 ) from experi

mental data have been discussed by several au
thors. 44 - 49 Because of the lack of experimental da
ta for Es 3+, we take a value of (r- 3 )Sf;::: 10.92 a.u.,
which was obtained using relativistic self-consis
tent Dirac-Fock wave functions. 50 The nuclear
magnetic moment was calculated using Eq. (9a)
which can be written as
_

AI

(tNSLJIIJII INS'L'J)

Jl- 4MBJ.1. N (r- 3 )5f(+IJz l+) (tNSLJII6NilltNs'L'J) .

(10)

The two values for I J.1.1 resulting from the two sets
of CF parameters are 2.79(32) and 2.63(30)ilN.
The errors quoted in parenthesis reflect the sta
tistical uncertainty in the value of A only. These
values are substantially lower than the value of
4.9 il N pr~viously reported7 because of a change in
the electronic ground C F state obtained with a dif
ferent choice of CF parameters.
Two estimates of the 253Es nuclear magnetic mo
ment have been made by Lamm. 51 Assuming g s
= g ~ree, il;::: +4.239 J.1. N. However, better agreement
with the moments of odd-mass nuclei is obtained
by using the semiempirical quenching factor g s
= 0.6g~ree. 52 Then J.1. == +3.650ilN, in better agree
ment with the values given above. The major
source of error in our value for the nuclear mag
netic moment is the uncertainty of the ground crys
tal-field state. Both of the predicted ground states
have a large J z = ±7 component which gives a small
derived value for J.1.. No reasonable choice of CF
parameters gave a coefficient for I±7) of approx
imately 0.85 which would yield a moment of 3.6IlN.
Therefore, we report a nuclear magnetic moment
IIll;::: 2.7 ± 1.3 J.1. N. The error reflects the statistical
accuracy of the measured value of A and the uncer
tainties in both the CF parameters and the radial
integral (r- 3 )5f"
Additional indirect measurements of the 253Es nu
clear magnetic moment have been made recently.
Worden et al. 53 report a value of 5.1(13)J.1.N which
was derived from the hfs observed in the 253Es
emission spectrum. The moment was calculated
using the Goudsmit-Fermi-Segre formula to which
large and uncertain relativistic corrections had to
be made. Edelstein 54 reports a value of (+)3.62(50)
Jl N based on the analysis of the EPR spectrum of
divalent 253Es in CaF2. 55 Edelstein's value should
be more accurate than either our value or that of
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Now we turn to an investigation of the saturation
behavior of W(O) and W(1T /2). The limiting values
B 2 (1/T= 00) = +1.528 and B 4 (1/T= 00) + 0.798 are es
sentially realized in this experiment. Using the
relative intensities and phases given by the Mang
theory (Tables II and III), the angular -distribution
function would be
W( 8) = 1 + O. 575Q~~2(COS 8) - 0.0287Q4B4P4(COS 8) ,

0.12

~

0.10

t:::
~

0.08

N
I

~

0.06

~
I

r<>

0.04

0.02

0

(11)

where Q 2 and Q4 are solid-angle correction factors.
For the run summarized in Tables II and In, Q2(0)
=0.946, Q4(0) =0.829, Q2(1T /2) =0.962, and Q4(7T/2)
=0.877. In calculating the Qk's we assumed that
the radioactivity was uniformly distributed through-
out the spot. Since the activity would tend to con
centrate at the center of the spot, the corrections
may be too large; that is, the Q/s should perhaps
be larger in magnitude. The justification for drop
ping the P 6 (cos8) term is that B 6 (1/T= (0) = 0.174
and A 6 = -0.0025. The 0.4% of the a decays not con
sidered in the calculation of W( 8) were assumed to
give the same angular distribution as the decays
that were included.
Equation (11) is plotted as the dashed curve in
Fig. 5; the fit to the saturation (lowest tempera
ture) values of the data is poor. The experimental
result is
W(8)

= 1 + 0.630(5)QzB~2(cos8)
- 0.059(7)Q4B4P4(cos8).

(12)

An examination of Tables II and III reveals that the
theoretical intensity to the t+ level of 249Bk is 2.5%
larger than the observed intensity. Therefore the
partial wave intensities for the a waves populating
this level were changed in order to both improve
the fit to the data and bring the theoretical and ob
served intensities for this level into agreement.
Since the S wave contributes most of this intensity,
the S-wave intensity was decreased by 6%. The D
wave intensity was increased by 22% [mainly to fit
the P 2(cos8) term] and the G-wave intensity was in
creased 220% [mainly to fit the P 4(cos8) term].
The resulting angular -distribution function would
be
W(8) = 1 + 0.632QzB:?2(cos8) - O. 054Q4B4P4(COS 8) ,
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FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the (negative) co
efficient of the P 4 (cos 8) term in the 253Es angular-distri
bution function. The curves shown are theoretical based
on different estimates for the relative intensities of the
a-partial waves.

transition probabilities for decays to other levels
in 249Bk would not be instructive. The ability to fit
the experimental data by varying the a -partial
wave intensities indicates that the angular -distri 
bution function is sensitive to the relative ampli
tudes of the partial waves and that quantitative in
formation about the amplitudes can be obtained.
Our results indicate that the Mang theory, as ap
plied to 253Es, underestimates the intensities of
both the D and G partial a waves. These higher
angular momentum waves are probably enhanced
in intensity by the interaction between the outgoing
a particle and the daughter nucleus. The S-, D-,
and G-wave intensities that fitted the data best are
given in Table VII.
The positive coefficient of B~2(cos8) implies
that the Sand D partial waves are in phase. En
hanced a-particle emission along the crystalline
c axis confirms the prediction of Hill and Wheeler.
The negative coefficient of B 4P 4 (COS 8) implies that
the Sand G waves are out of phase, confirming the
prediction of Mang and Rasmussen. 18 That the co
efficient of B 4P 4 (cos8) is negative is illustrated in
Fig. 6. If. the solid-angle correction factors are
unity (point source and point detectors), 3 - W(O)
- 2 W(7T /2) = - fA 4B 4 ; however, because they are not
unity, a small component proportional to P2(cos8)
enters. Clearly the coefficient of B 4 P 4 (coSf}) is neg
ative. The dashed and solid lines are theoretical
assuming the intensities given by PMR and the mod
ified PMR intensities, respectively. Again the
T ABLE VII. Relative a partial wave intensities
for the decay of 253Es.

(13)

which is plotted as the solid curve in Fig. 5. The
fit to the lowest-temperature data is greatly im
proved. The reason for the poor fit at higher tem
peratures was explained in the Results. Changing

ao 2
a2 2
al

This work

Mang theory

BFM theory

1.000
0.216
0.0078

1.000
0.179
0.0052

1.000
0.211
0.010
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in NES angular-distribution function

W(6) =1 +A2Q2B~2(COSe)+A4Q~~4(COSe).

Experiment
BFM (5 and G waves
out of phase)
BFM (5 and G waves in phase)
Mang theory (8 and G waves
predicted to be out of phase)
Mang theory but with
modified partial wave intensities

A2

A4

W(O, l/T-oo)

W(n/2, l/T-oo)

0.630(5)
0.622

-0.059 (7)
-0.025

1.872 (7)
1.882

0.521(4)
0.536

0.700
0.575

+{).139
-0.029

2.104
1.812

0.522
1.570

0.632

-0.054

1.878

0.521

modified intensities give the better fit to the data.
Using the intensities predicted by BFM as given
in Table I and taking the Sand D waves as in phase
and the Sand G waves as out of phase, as required
by the experimental results, the angular-distribu
tion function would be
W(8)

=1+0.622QzB:?2(cos8) -

0.025Q4B4P4(cos8).
(14)

The saturation anisotropies in this case are W(O,
liT - 00) = 1.882 and W{1T/2, liT - co) = 0.536, giving
fair agreement with experiment. For convenience
we have tabulated the experimental and theoretical
values of A 2 and A 4 in Table VIII.
Chasman and Rasmussen 6 have considered the
effect of quadrupole coupling between the outgoing
a wave and the daughter nucleus on the relative in
-tensities predicted by BFM. They concluded that
the D-wave intensity is enhanced by 20% for 233U.
A similar correction may apply to 253Es, but, as
shown in Table VII, the BFM value for a 2 2 is in
good agreement with the experimental a 2 2 without
this correction. No estimate has been made of G
wave intensity enhancement.
CONCLUSION

E S3+ and Ho 3+ have similar electronic structure
as is evidenced by their having the same nuclear
orientation mechanism. Magnetic hyperfine split
ting in both cases results from the interaction be
tween the orbital and spin moments of the unpaired
f electrons and the nuclear magnetic dipole mo
ment. The ions are of predominantly SIs character,
and, as expected, the Es 3+ electronic wave func
tion contains less 5/ character than the Ho 3+ wave
function.
Mang's shell-model a-decay theory successfully

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atom
ic Energy Commission.
tPermanent address: National Magnet Laboratory,

predicts the relative phases of the a-partial waves.
The theoretical relative transitton probabilities
are not consisten~ with the experimentally deter
mined wave amplitudes, but it is not clear whether
the defect is in the theory itself or in the calcula
tions of Poggenburg. The Froman matrix method
was used in calculating the barrier penetration
factors. However, this method is not too good for
solving coupled equations for a weak partial wave
coupled to a strong wave. Clearly what is needed
is a coupled -channel barrier penetration calcula
tion such as the one performed by Rasmussen and
Hansen for 242Cm. Such a calculation also gives
the quadrupole coupling phase shifts and hence
would remove the need for assuming that the a
partial wave s differ in phase by exactly 0 or 1T.
The disagreement between our value for the
253Es magnetic moment and other experimental val
ues points to the need for additional ESR or optical
spectrometric studies of salts of the actinides. A
reexamination of the Am 3+ in LaC1 3 spectra would
be especially interesting to us. It should be point
ed out that the trivalent lanthanide ion crystal spec
tra have been analyzed at various levels of sophis
tication and therefore the extrapolation from the
Np3+ CF parameters to those for Es 3+ on the basis
of reported behavior in the lanthanides is open to
question.
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